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Technology transfer is the process of transferring an idea from its originator to someone who can use it. Typically, this implies the transfer of research developed in academia to industry.

While there’s no dearth of technologies that academic researchers have available and are anxious to transfer, precious little technology transfer involving academia takes place, at least in the software development community. This is of particular concern given the number of journals and conferences, which seems to increase exponentially from year to year.

I performed a Google Scholar search (http://scholar.google.com/advanced_scholar_search) for articles in the “Engineering, Computer Science, and Mathematics” subject areas that were published since January 2000 and have the phrase “software engineering” in the title. Surprisingly (at least to me), Google Scholar returned 73,300 hits. Even if this is an order of magnitude off, we’re still talking about literally thousands of pieces of work, yet relatively few examples of successful software development technology transfer exist.

Some researchers might tell you that their goal is the search for knowledge and that they care little if real software developers use their work. But I can’t help but believe that most software engineering researchers’ ultimate goal is to transfer their results into practice. If this is true, why don’t we see more tech transfer in our field?

Selling technology

Selling a new technology isn’t all that different from selling any product to a potential customer. You must have

- a product (the technology) that meets the needs of the customer (the production organization),
- a way for the customer to know about the product, and
- a mechanism to reduce the barriers involved in transferring the technology.

I like to call this the Product/Needs/Awareness/Barriers model. The PNAB model can be useful in explaining why the software development community tends to have such a dismal technology transfer record.

A vast number of technology innovations are cooked up by software engineering researchers every year. Each one solves some problem, and (if we’re lucky) some small percentage of production organizations know about it. Unfortunately, these innovations don’t solve any problems the set of organizations that know about them are facing. Also, some organizations might actually need help with those problems but don’t know about the innovation.

Some observers think that researchers should learn about their industrial partners’ needs and adapt their work to meet those needs. While
there are some examples of this happening successfully, they’re rare. From the researcher’s perspective, this might not be such a good idea anyway. Research (well, good research) takes a long time, and adapting to the needs of a production organization that measures progress by the quarter can certainly derail anyone’s research program.

It’s a fact of life that researchers are engineering-driven rather than market-driven. Consequently, when faced with a mismatch between customer needs and a technology, most researchers will start looking for a new customer rather than adapt their work to meet their existing customers’ needs (in spite of what they might say). While production organizations might feel frustrated by this, they often fall as short in understanding researchers’ motivations and needs as researchers do in understanding theirs.

Even when there’s a match between technology and adopter, significant barriers to transfer exist. These range from simply awkward packaging to contractual and intellectual-property restrictions. Neither researchers nor production organizations have much experience (or patience) dealing with technology adoption’s administrative barriers, which make it all the more a hurdle.

What the software community needs is an infrastructure that matches researchers with adopters at a specific point in time and helps them overcome the administrative barriers.

The technology broker

At one time, my wife had her heart set on a specific kind of sports car. She had decided on the year, make, model, color, and equipment she wanted. Naturally, no local car dealers had any vehicles on the lot that matched her requirements. However, after a single trip to an auto broker to submit her specifications, she had her dream car in a matter of weeks. All it took was someone who made it his business to know what sellers had to offer and what buyers wanted.

Similarly, having software engineering technology brokers would be a useful thing. Just like the broker who found my wife her dream Corvette, technology brokers would make it their business to know who was doing what software research and which production organizations were looking for what technologies.

Brokers must understand both what the adopter needs as well as what the provider has so that they can arrange the best matches possible. This implies that brokers must have at least enough technical sophistication to understand the technology they’re brokering.

To provide the best possible match, brokers must proactively solicit requestors and providers and remain scrupulously independent. One of the quickest ways to ruin such an arrangement is to simply “push” whatever they have in their inventory, regardless of match. This means that brokers must anticipate adopters’ needs (perhaps even before they do) and keep track of new research programs at a wide range of research organizations. They couldn’t favor their own work—in fact, in a perfect world, brokers wouldn’t even belong to a research organization or be researchers themselves.

Brokers must also have a vision to be able to help the parties chart a course. But beyond this, brokers must have the tenacity to see a relationship through to culmination, as well as the people skills necessary to keep everyone on task. Ultimately, brokers will be successful only if a technology gets transferred and both parties are happy with the outcome. So, when one party or the other derails the relationship, whether for good reason or bad, brokers have as much (perhaps more) to lose as the parties.

To make these relationships work, brokers must understand both sides’ motivations and translate these for the participants. The motivations will likely differ from situation to situation. For instance, a junior faculty member will be desperate for both research funding and publication, because her tenure case will be measured against these. A technology transfer effort that offers neither might be counterproductive to her career goals. On the other hand, a senior faculty member might be happy to trade technology for data or eventual consulting opportunities, because
the six-year crush for research productivity imposed by the academic tenure system is far behind her. Likewise, some production organizations might be looking for long-term systemic improvements, whereas others might be looking for quick fixes to shore up next quarter’s bottom line.

Brokers must also understand the administrative barriers that both parties face. Just as an auto broker can help arrange financing to close a deal, the technology broker’s job isn’t done until both parties have closed the deal. This might mean smoothing the contractual details, working out intellectual-property agreements, and even providing bridge funding to get a technology transfer effort off the ground.

Finally, brokers must get value from brokering the relationship between provider and adopter. They must somehow be compensated for their efforts; otherwise, they have little motivation to broker someone else’s research.

A successful tech-brokering organization

My concept of a tech broker has been greatly influenced by the US National Science Foundation’s Industry-University Cooperative Research Center program and in particular the NSF Software Engineering Research Center (www.serc.net). Founded in 1986, the SERC is a consortium of industrial organizations and universities that facilitates the brokering of technology transfer from academia to industry. Although the NSF supplied initial seed money, the SERC has long since become self-sufficient.

The SERC consists of

- a number of industrial affiliates, including large, well-known companies such as Motorola, Northrup-Grumman, and Raytheon and smaller companies such as Baker Hill, Ontario Systems, and Arxan Technologies;
- governmental organizations such as NASA, the Naval Surface Warfare Center, and the National Energy Technology Laboratory; and
- a dozen or so academic affiliates, including my own university.

The industrial affiliates each chip in a modest annual membership fee to help pay the administrative costs of running the SERC. In turn, the SERC helps broker its academic affiliates’ research among its industrial affiliates.

But the SERC goes beyond simply matching technology producers to consumers. Each industrial and academic affiliate also agrees to participate in a standardized contractual agreement including intellectual-property and publication rights, indirect costs, and payment schedules. So, once the SERC finds a match between a researcher and a company, a funded technology transfer effort can begin in a matter of weeks, rather than the usual six- to nine-month (or more) negotiation phase following an industrial production organization’s decision to do business with a university.

Both researchers and companies have found this valuable enough to keep coming back for more. The success of a 20-year-old self-sustaining technology broker speaks for itself.

Growing technology transfer

Not surprisingly, the issue of technology transfer in software engineering continues to gain interest. Last May at the 28th International Conference on Software Engineering in Shanghai, Roel Wierunga and I helped organize a workshop on Technology Transfer in Software Engineering (www.cs.pdx.edu/~warren/wotse), attended by more than 30 researchers and practitioners. Indeed, the mission of IEEE Software itself is to facilitate technology transfer from innovators to production organizations.

Coupled with researchers’ growing interest in transferring technology, we must do more to let production organizations know what’s available. The growth of technology brokers would help get more of this work into the practitioner community, where it belongs.

What do you think?

Is your organization actively involved in technology transfer as either a provider or a consumer? Do you have any success (or horror) stories you’d like to share? Please write me at warren.harrison@computer.org.